
EYE-Droid Heavy Lifter Series

Airframe
The EYE-Droid UAVs are based on the Droidworx™ airframe, a proven platform with many hundreds in 
use around the globe. Droidworx™ airframes feature industrial grade engineering graphite fiber filled 
composite engine mounts and internal boom mounting, indestructible polycarbonate gear rail brackets, 
vibration absorption pads and with aluminum fasteners. The dome is made of UV stable and impact 
resistant Polycarbonate and attaches to the center section with alloy pins.

Radios
• Ships with a configured Spektrum™ DX8 8-channel radio.
Our EYE-Droid series are upgraded with a Carbon Fibre Remote Antennas to ensure the best reception.
•The aircraft is fitted with a TM 1000 Data Telemetry transmitter to provide a low battery warning to your 
radio that is both audible and vibration.

Flight Controller
Considered to be the heart and brain of the UAV the flight controller interprets your flight commands to the 
brushless controllers and motors. The HoverflyPRO™ is an expandable, Plug-N-Fly flight control system 
for professional multi-copter systems. Designed for stable flight and aerial photography, the HoverflyPro™ 
is creating a revolution in unmanned aerial systems. Wherever UAVs are flying, the HoverflyPro™ offers a 
brilliant design, and consistent, dependable, and powerful performance.

GPS Systems
HoverflyGPS™ adds GPS navigation to the HoverflyPRO™ flight control system - an expandable, Plug-N-
Fly flight control system for professional multi-copter systems.

GPS Position Hold is like a sticky spot in the sky, allowing you to hover your UAV in place. With your 
hands free and your copter maintaining its position in the sky, you can focus on capturing the action or 
framing that perfect view 

GPS Return to Home– Fly your UAV back to its starting launch point. The Return to Home function 
remembers where you started up the motors on your copter, allowing the craft to fly itself back to that 
origination point. The system also records and logs your flight path as you fly, keeping these location 
points in memory. 
Two return flight options are available:
Straight Path Return - craft flies a straight line from current flight position to home launch position
Advanced Flight Return - craft flies a reverse flight path, tracking along its original route to home launch 
position. This option is especially useful for obstacle avoidance.

Flight Logging -know where you go - the HoverflyGPS™ constantly records its GPS readings, allowing you to track 
your flight, or trace your steps home. GPS information can also be sent to the OSD for real-time telemetry display. GPS 
information includes:
● Latitude
● Longitude
● Altitude
● GPS accuracy 
● Position errors
● Number of satellites locked onto
● Quality of the GPS constellation
● Heading

Camera Pods
The EYE-Droid Series are mated with the PhotoHigher Series of Aerial Camera mounts. The PhotoHigher 
mounts are considered the best mounts on the market. These mounts are securely mounted to the airframe 



with vibration isolator grommets. The Camera mounts are Gyro stabilized in Pitch and Roll to ensure a 
steady camera. The Spektrum Radio controls operation of the Camera’s pitch angle.

Video Systems.
Our EYE-Droid UAV fleet is equipped with the Fat Shark FPV (First Person Video) equipment. We chose 
the Fat Shark Goggles because they are the best in the industry. The Goggles are setup to send a live video 
feed from your camera mounted on the Camera Pod.

Power Systems
With so much investment in the air a reliable battery and quality charger are imperative. That is why we 
include a ThunderPower™Battery and a Hyperion™ Charger.

Motors and Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC)
The EYE-Droid Heavy Lifter Series is outfitted with high quality AXi 2814/22 series motors and 
12"propellers. To send power from the Flight controller to the motors we have incorporated 40A speed 
controllers, which provide twice the current that one normally finds on such units. Running the ESC at 50% 
of their capacity gives you peace of mind knowing that your electronics are not overstressed.


